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In on-line optimization, an algorithm must make its decisions based only on past events without any solid information about future data. Such algorithms are called online algorithms. Since an online algorithm makes its decisions based only on partial information, without knowing the whole instance in advance, we cannot expect it to give the optimal solution that can be produced by an algorithm that has all the necessary information. An algorithm that knows the whole input in advance is called an offline algorithm.

In this research project the plan is to use a worst-case analysis approach called competitive analysis to measure the efficiency of the algorithms. This means that we compare the objective function value of the solution produced by the on-line algorithm with the optimal offline objective function value. With online minimization problems, an online algorithm is called C-competitive if, for each input, the cost of the solution created by the algorithm is at most $C$ times more than the optimal offline cost. The competitive ratio of an algorithm is the smallest C for which the algorithm is C-competitive.

In some applications we have some a priori information on the input in advance, or the algorithm is allowed to postpone some of its decisions or modify some of them after the arrival of the next part of the input. These models are called semi-online, and the algorithms developed for them are also called semi-online. They can be analyzed in the same way as the online algorithms, by performing a competitive analysis. An important subfield of semi-online algorithms is the area of advice complexity. This approach measures how much knowledge (number of bits given by an expert knowing the full input) an online algorithm needs in order to achieve a certain competitive ratio.
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